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Objective: To determine whether 560nm IPL strategy combined with 700nm
protocol further ameliorates epidermal skin rejuvenation.
Design: Pilot study‐single center: Split‐face study
Methods: Six subjects who volunteered with a Fitzpatrick skin type I‐III received
three 560nm treatments on lower left arm as well as right lower arm. Each IPL
strategy was one month apart. Moreover the left lower arm was treated three
times 700nm protocol. The treatment strategies alternated on the left lower arm
every two weeks between 560nm strategy and then 700nm protocol. Thus, the
right lower arm only received three treatments a month apart.
Two patients experienced three IPL treatments and then three protocols on
the left side of the facial region with a 700nm strategy alternating every two
weeks. The effectiveness of these combined laser strategies were assessed by
patients; and medical experts evaluated photographs in a blind clinical scenario.

Results: All subjects evaluated the bodily region treated with combined
modalities. It was found that this protocol produced statistically significant
improvement in terms of epidermal texture, and evenness of pigmentation; and
in general, enhanced epidermal surface robustness. The medical experts
concurred with the subjects with respect to the efficacy of this aesthetic protocol
on the lower left arm. There is some indication that facial collagen genesis was
likewise engendered as a function of combining these distinctive modalities.
Discussion: The treatment of bodily regions which are photo‐damaged can be
aesthetically improved when combined 560nm protocol with a 700nm laser
strategy as compared with a single treatment with an intense pulse light protocol.
There is a strong indication that this cosmetic protocol can engender facial
collagen genesis as well as an increase in volume. There were no adverse
complications either acutely or chronically. Thus, bodily photo‐damage can have
increased epidermal rejuvenation as a result of combing 560nm protocol with a
700nm strategy.
Introduction: R. Saluja’s and associates 2007 only utilized a single treatment
strategy with these two modalities. These researchers did not treat other bodily
epidermal surfaces. Moreover their aesthetic results were statistically

insignificant in terms of facial collagen genesis; and improved epidermal changes
or textural rejuvenation. GH Menaker and others 1999, BA Russell and associates
2005, NS Sadick, and MA Trelles all these researchers utilized two distinctive
cosmetic strategies to optimize skin rejuvenation (2‐5). Their aesthetic results were
variable. The authors contend that many cosmetic treatments are necessary to
chronically activate the molecular dynamics of the cell’s repair mechanism or up
regulate genetic translation of propitious proteins associated with optimal
aesthetic remodeling.
There is limited clinical efficacy that IPL or other non‐ablative protocols
actually induces any kind of authentic collagen genesis. For this reason, only two
subjects received facial treatments with combined modalities. Thus, the principal
intent of this study was to employ multiple treatment sessions with two
combined distinctive technologies on a particular torso region to enhance the
effectiveness of well‐established IPL aesthetic outcomes as defined by brevy of
studies (6‐9). Thus, facial collagen genesis is an auxiliary aspect of this pilot study as
there is limited clinical evidence for this cosmetic outcome utilizing IPL non‐
ablative strategies. In summary, the dermatological literature is quite sparse as to
whether utilizing the 560 intense pulse light wavelength with a 700nm technology
would further improve photo‐damage on the face and torso of the older

phenotypes. R. Saluja and others 2007 is the principle study which combined
these modalities and their results demonstrated no efficacy. It is the authors’
view that a single treatment session is not sufficient to achieve any significant
aesthetic results. It is the intent of the researchers to discern whether interfacing
these wavelengths actually improves aesthetic outcome on the torso epidermis as
well as facial region. Theoretically speaking, there is a likelihood that blending
these technologies with multiple treatment sessions should be cosmetically
efficacious.
Methodology: All six subjects had a skin type between Fitzpatrick I‐III with a
mean age of 41.4. Moreover, two of the patients had severe photo‐damage;
however, most of the patients also exhibited some degree of moderate textural
aberrancies on the torso such as lentiginous lesion and dyschromia. All subjects
presented some degree of musculoskeletal changes associated with aging. All the
patients except for one had never been treated with non‐ablative modalities
either on the face or torso. None of the subjects were pregnant, nursing, or with
any kind of skin lesions which were inflamed or infected. These individuals
likewise have not had a herpes simplex outbreak within the preceding five years.
These subjects were not using any kind of high‐grade prescription topical agent

like retinoid‐acid or glycolic acid. All subjects have never reported increase
sensitivity to light or any other kind of dermatological perturbation.
All six patients were initially treated with Jeisy’s Smooth Cool system on
both lower arms. This Smooth Cool is a 560nm wavelength filtered technology
from South Korea. We utilized physician determine settings based on skin type
with a fluence range between 19‐25 joules; and duration of pulse was 3msec‐
5msec. Furthermore, the general setting was between skin type II‐III; the delay of
pulse was 20msec.
Two weeks later the left arm was treated with Jeisy’s 700nm system and
the fluence was based on the patient’s particular skin type; and it ranged between
22‐30 joules. Thus, the left lower arm had three 560nm treatments as well as
three 700nm protocols which alternated every two weeks compared to the right
lower arm, which was only treated three times with the 560nm technology.
Two patients had three facial treatments with Jeisy’s intense pulse light
system with the settings based on skin type with a fluence range between 19‐25
joules, duration of pulse between 3msec‐5msec, and delay of pulse was 20msec.
Two weeks later the left side of the face was treated with Jeisy’s 700nm
wavelength modality. The fluence was based on patient skin type and it ranged

between 22‐30 joules. Thus, the left side of the face in two subjects was treated
with three 560nm sessions as well as three 700nm protocols. Conversely, the
right side was only treated three times with Jeisy’s IPL 560nm strategy.
Refrigerated topical clear coupling gel was used for epidermal cooling.
Photographs were taken prior to the procedure and after all post treatment
sessions. Twenty‐eight days after the final treatment protocol photographs were
also taken. A questionnaire was given to all subjects where they rated
satisfaction, and comfort with all cosmetic procedures. The subjects also
evaluated their skin texture, evenness of pigmentation, and overall skin quality
after these cosmetic strategies. Moreover, a questionnaire was given at the first
and also the final treatment session. Pre‐treatment and final post‐treatment
photographs were evaluated by medical experts in terms of clinical efficacy; and
these individuals did not take part of the study. There was also an assessment of
complications such as scarring or hypo or hyper pigmentation.
In summary, six patients between the ages of 35‐55 with moderate photo‐
damage, mild lentiginous lesions as well as keratoses were involved in a split body
and face study. All subjects were physiologically salubrious without any chronic
morbidities. Patients were treated with Jeisy’s 560 system every four weeks on

both sides of face and lower arms. Every other two weeks 700nm protocol was
executed on the left lower portion of the arm; and two patients received this
treatment protocol on the left facial region. Twenty‐eight days after the final
treatment patient aesthetic improvement was evaluated by two medical experts;
and subjects also assessed their cosmetic results.
Results: Patients evaluated their satisfaction with the combined cosmetic
systems. In addition, they assessed their degree of aesthetic improvement in
terms of skin texture, and evenness of pigmentation. The two patients who
participated in the facial treatment phase of this study also evaluated if there was
a reduction in rhytides as well as an increase in facial volume. The scale for all
responses was between 1‐5 where the highest number represented the most
favorable response.
Patient satisfaction for the comfort and painlessness of the procedure was
significantly high with an average score of 4.1. Subjects observed a difference
between the left lower arm which was treated with both modalities; however it
was only mildly statistically significant. The average score for aesthetic
improvement for the right arm was 1.9 where was the left arm which was treated
with the two systems had an average score of 2.9. Thus, the patients perceived

that the epidermal surface treated with the two distinctive modalities presented
an enhanced aesthetic outcome compared to the area which only had one
cosmetic strategy.
Two aesthetic medical experts agreed with the patients that the left lower
arm which was treated with two modalities expressed enhanced ameliorative
epidermal textural changes, greater evenness of pigmentation, as well as a more
youthful cosmetic robustness. Lentinigous lesions were not thoroughly
attenuated; however, they were improved and in some instances thoroughly
mollified.
The two patients who were treated with the combined modalities on the
left side of their face demonstrated a slight increase in volume as well as skin
tightening. In addition, there was greater improvement compared to the right
facial quadrant in terms of evenness of pigmentation and overall textural
rejuvenation. Both patients and medical experts concurred that there was an
increase in facial volume and improved epidermal changes as a result of
employing a combination therapeutic regimen. There was not any indication of
complications like hypo or hyper pigmentation or scarring from these cosmetic
therapies. In summary, both patients and medical experts assessed improvement

in facial volume, rhytides, and skin tightening for the two subjects. In general, all
six subjects demonstrated an enhancement of the epidermal surface of the lower
left arm which was treated with combined modalities. These therapies were
comfortable and pain free to all patients without any acute or chronic adverse
events.

Figure 1: Left lower arm treated with 3 560nm protocols as well as 3
700nm protocols

Figure 2: 3 Treatments with Jeisys 560NM wavelength

Discussion: There was statistically significant improvement in the epidermal
surface of the lower arm which was treated with the two distinctive modalities
even though it was slight in nature. The intent of this pilot study was to
determine if the torso’s epidermal texture would improve with a combination of
cosmetic systems. There is evidence stemming from this investigation that there
was greater improvement of the photo‐damage epidermal surface with
combination therapies as compared to a single approach. However, the facial
texture was more responsive. This may occur as a function of greater density of
specialized cell types in this bodily region which express collagen or that their

molecular genetic processes are conversely more favorable and responsive to this
kind of environmental duress. R. Saluja and others 2007 did a similar study using
only one pass with each of the wavelengths which were involved in this study.
Moreover, their results were not statistically significant. The author’s contend
that their study did not afford the patient with sufficient treatment sessions in
order to achieve optimal clinical results especially in terms of collagen genesis. R.
Saluja and others 2007 failed to comprehend the epigenetics of molecular repair
strategies. The modulated thermal assault associated with chronic cosmetic
therapies most likely up‐regulates a diverse array of proteins which are associated
the cell’s endogenous molecular repair mechanisms. Thus, a sustained regimen
of treatment strategies two weeks apart may actually facilitate collagen genesis as
those specialized proteins are an aspect of the cell’s genetic matrix which are
involved with its repair strategies. Furthermore, as the phenotype ages this
cellular response is attenuated; and therefore more treatment sessions must be
utilized to turn on these ameliorative cellular dynamics.
One treatment each with these combined modalities was the protocol
utilized in the R. Saluja study would not yield of any kind of significant aesthetic
outcome. It has been well documented that the older phenotype has less
effective genetic expression. Furthermore, medical practitioners cannot yet

modulate the endogenous genetic up regulation of collagen and elastin synthesis.
Moreover, it is most likely can be turned on or sustained with frequent thermal
assault which activates the cell’s repair mechanisms. In addition, collagen
expression is an auxiliary response of the cell’s molecular repair strategies. Thus,
skin tightening and the enhancement of facial volume is engendered by these
molecular responses.
Currently, we are involved in a study looking at histological modifications of
collagen expression in a therapeutic context where the patient is undergoing
many treatments with these combined cosmetic therapies. Moreover, it is
necessary to determine if collagen up‐regulation is only a temporary
inflammatory response or it is a more permanent reeducation of the cell’s
molecular repair dynamics. Thus, there is a need for more research to
comprehend the epigenetics of this innate physiological phenomenon. We are
also trying to delineate whether many treatments can actually induce permanent
propitious genetic changes in the cell’s molecular repair dynamics.
In terms of this study, we demonstrated that multiple treatment sessions
with two distinctive modalities did engender statistically significant changes in
body’s epidermal texture in terms of improvement of pigmentation and overall

rejuvenation of its surface. The epidermal surface appeared to be softer when
touched as well as more robustly youthful as a function of combining these two
wavelengths. B. Russell and associates 2005 and G. Menaker and others 1999
have likewise blended distinctive cosmetic strategies together with varying
degrees of aesthetic effectiveness. In the authors’ view, it is necessary to have
many treatments to reeducate the cell’s molecular processes. Furthermore, we
need to determine in a larger study if modulated thermal injury must be sustained
in order to maintain the cell’s collagen generating prodigiousness in terms of its
molecular repair dynamics. It is our view in order to achieve this kind of optimal
homeostasis with respect to the cell’s repair processes it is necessary to have
many therapeutic sessions with these combined cosmetic protocols.
Topical lidocaine anesthetic gel and ice packs post‐treatment were not
required with these two distinctive therapeutic strategies. There were not any
patient adverse effects either acutely or chronically. MP Goldman 2005 and V.
Ross 2005 have defined the aesthetic parameters of IPL strategies. It has been
shown that in this pilot study that the utilization of another cosmetic modality can
significantly enhance the aesthetic efficacy in terms of mollifying the deleterious
consequences of photo‐aging. The utilization of these two modalities, the 560nm
wavelength and the 700nm protocol improved bodily epidermal texture, skin

softness, and evenness of pigmentation as compared to a single modality. We
demonstrated that multiple treatments on the facial region with these two
protocols can increase facial volume and skin tightening. Future research is
needed to more specifically define the parameters of this intriguing aesthetic
outcome.
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